large series of animal tumours by G. W. Barendsen, and indirectly in terms of cell population kinetics. L. A. Dethlefsen looks for the "Quaint Quiescent Cells" which may or may not be in a truly Go phase.
When we come to the section on normal tissues the late effects of radiation are discussed in some detail. One of the Conference organisers, H. R. Withers, expresses disagreement with the common belief that vascular injury plays a predominant role in late effects. The title of the very next paper by J. W. Hopewell seems to contradict that opinion, but careful study reveals a complex picture which is dose dependent, as discussed further by A. J. van der Kogel.
The final section, on potential therapeutic applications, includes a summary by J. F. Fowler, who looks for therapeutic gain from a number of radiobiological phenomena. In terms of decades of cell kill he expects 4 from the oxygen effect, 2 from synchrony, 2A from hyperthermia and 1 from cireadian fluctuations; with the suggestion that combinations should be used, including chemotherapy (which was earlier discussed by T. L. Phillips). The whole book is well worth reading.
A paperback, £600 hardback.
These authors have set out to provide "the essential principles of the new subject of clinical oncology" in a short text directed at medical students, more experienced doctors and nurses. The format and style make the book very easy to read.
Their introductory 5 chapters cover the general principles of cancer biology, epidemiology and treatment. There is a disproportionate amount of space for this type of book devoted to tumour immunology and the individual chemotherapeutic agents. Surgeons and radiotherapists may feel that their present place in the curative management of human cancer could have been expressed more objectively, and certainly the "limited number of tumours in which radiotherapy has a curative role" amounts to a very large number of individual patients.
The chapters on the individual diseases are presented by organ or tissue of origin. They vary greatly in quality. Most present succinct summaries of the diseases and their management, peppered with some useful comments on medical assessment. The best chapters are those on gynaecological and testicular tumours. At the other extreme those on head and neck and skin cancer cannot be accepted as suitable accounts for undergraduates or nurses.
The final chapters touch on general medical aspects of treatment, but do not give sufficient information for those faced with the management problems.
Throughout the book the diagrams appear too simple in design and may very well fail in their purpose. There is also a strange tendency for the authors to introduce subjects with more esoteric aspects before leading into the common problems. The breadth of the subject attempted is so great that one or two references at the end of each chapter would have been beneficial. In the first part of this book the author reviews the literature on the clinical relevance of plasma proteins. The scope of the subject is so wide that it would have been impossible to provide a comprehensive coverage in the 239 pages allocated. Consequently the work reviewed is a selection that reflects the author's own interests, which he acknowledges. No attempt has been made to deal with certain subjects, and the proteins of the coagulation system are a notable omission, though considerable space is devoted to enzymes, the relevance of which is less certain in a book on plasma proteins.
In order to achieve a wide coverage of the subject, the presentation is concise, and there is liberal use of technical jargon. This approach, coupled w%ith the fact that discussion or criticism of the work described is limited, makes it a book to be dipped into, rather than read at length. It often stimulates more than satisfies curiosity about some of
